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Absolute measurement of cross sections in the study of heavy ion reactions is becoming a necessity. In particular, during a recent nuclear physics conference1) the theorists insist that to obtain information on the nucleus-nucleus potential, it is necessary to measure sub-Coulomb fusion absolute cross sections for a large number of target-projectile combinations. 
The potentiality of the in-beam gamma techniques to measure absolute 

cross sections in the fusion-evaooration domain is discussed. These techni
ques have been used (with Ge(Li) detectors) for more than one decade, but 
in view of the considerable progress which has been achieved in the last 
years for these detectors and connected domains (electronics, computing), it 
seems worth while to reconsider to day their merits and limitations. 

The signature for a reaction channel leading to a final nucleus is obtained in detecting the discrete prompt gamma rays leading to Its ground state. The gamma spectra for reactions induced by heavy ions on medium mass tarqets are often very complex since there are many evaporation channels (n, p, a, d,etc) and a very good resolution of the Ge detector is required for such measurements. We used such techniques for a number of years at Saclay for a study of nuclei close to Ni with light-heavy ions 2) a domain where the data were rather lacking. Recently, we imnroved these measurements and made an extensive study3 of fusion (by summing the partial cross sections) and de-excitation for the systems shown in table I. 
The beams were provided by the Saclay Tandem Van de Graaff. For these measurements3) the main improvement was that only one target was used for a whole excitation function instead of using a fresh one for each energy2),thus reducing normalization problems. For that", a rotating target1*) was employed with the beam bombarded a target and its backing ; this gives informations of possible contaminants and induced activities. This allowed a measure of 

in excitation function spanning -. broad dynamic range, from ̂  0.2 mb to ̂  400 mb for the different residual nuclei. 
The main vertues of these measurements are the followings : 

A) They are simple in the sense that they do not need complicated mechanics, electronics or magnets and permit the analysis of simultaneous mass and charge identification. 
B) They permit to obtain informations not otherwise accessible with our accelerator : for example for the system 1 2 C * " 8Ti, the recoil nuclei have in our experiment an energy £ * 4 to 11 MeV : the techniques of gas tele-
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Table I 

SYSTEME 
NOYAU 

COMPOSE 

(NC) 

ENERCIE 
CM 

(MeV) 

BARRIERE 
COULOMBIENNE 

CM(MeV) 
to « 1.3 fn (MeV) 

" C • " T i 1 
> " N i 

" S i • " S i J 

, 2 C • " T i I 
V "Ni 

" S i + " S i J 

"C • " T i ") 
)• " N i 

" 0 • " C a J 

17,21 $ E < 4 5 , 0 5 

25.79 < E < 43,90 

16.43 < E $ 46,18 

27,18 $ E n J 47,43 

17,23 $ E ^ $ 47,27 

19.44 < E $ 42,25 ' *• cm * * 

24,90 

35,34 

24,68 

34,94 

24,48 

28,81 

33.32 $ EjJc < 61,16 

«0,09 J Ej]c < 58,20 

32.41 J EjJc < 62,16 

42,79 J Ej| c $ 63,14 

32,54 i EJJC $ 62,58 

43,94 $ EJJC $ 66,75 

scope plus time of flight5) or velocity detector6) cannot be applied for 
such low energies. For the inverse reaction " 8Ti •*• X 2 C , where these techni
ques are in principe applicable, the available incident energies of the FN 
Tandem cover a too narrow domain. 

In our case, most of the evaporation residues are stable nuclei, so 
the activation method is not suitable. 
C) A raajor auy*ntav'« is tke near independence of the results with angular 
distribution : $tt<. ,.>.-*A. v» at 55° (or 125", a zero of P 2 Legendre polynomial) reflects the total yield of* the transitions. 
0) The measurements are short (between 15 minutes and 3 hours) leading to 
the determination of about ten cross sections for each particular incident 
energy. 
E] The different normalizations for the thicknesses of targets, intensi
ties of beams were obtained with the same set-up via Coulomb excitation of 
the target and/or Ta backing, An attempt was to develop few methods for these 
crucial points using Y or X rays 7). 

The obvious limitations or difficulties of these measurements and the 
studies we are doing to remedy them are as follows : 
A) a part of the cross sections escape detection ; 
. the energy range in the Ge detector was usually 60 keV - 4 MeV, so transi
tions beyond this range are not detected ; but with the new and large Ge(HP) 
with a Be window, these problems can be easily overcome : we can now detect 
gamma rays from few keV to large gamma energies with a very good efficien
cy 7). 
. particle evaporation can proceed Jirectly to the ground state and this part 
of the cross section also cannot be detected. A study was undertaken both ex
perimentally8) when the residual nuclei are radioactive and theoretically9). 
The latter study has a defect : 1t is model dependent but nevertheless if the 
energy and nuclei dependence reproduce the data, then information can be ob
tained. For the Ni region and at our incident energies this effect 1s estima
ted < 10 % and can be taken into account 1n the final results. The comparison 
of the in-beam gamma technique with particle detection in the system 



2 8Si + 3 0Si [réf. 3' 1 0)] shows an overall agreement corroborating the studies 
of this ground state feeding effect. 

B) The Doppler effect may introduce some problems but we always use two de
tectors at 55° and 90° to observe possible Doppler displacements. With a thick 
and heavy (Ta) target backing and for Z = 28 nuclei, this effect was negligi
ble or could be easily taken into account. 

C) The data reduction is often a very heavy task. 

. the position of each gamma ray and the background must be determined either 
automatically 1 1 3» 1 1") or by interactive technique 1 1 0) : both have to be used 
in a complementary way. 

. The prompt-gamma measurements which lead to cross sections require informa
tions about the decay schemes of the daughter nuclei : w e 1 2 ) are building 
"dynamic" in-beam gamma libraries from the Nuclear Data bank complemented by 
libraries constructed from preprints or thesis not yet introduced in this 
Nuclear Data bank. 

. a program is in preparation 1 3) to connect these libraries with an automatic 
search routine : checksare introduced to ensure its reliability. 

CONCLUSION : Our feeling is that a unique method for all the systems target-
projectile-incident energy does not exist : moreover when the results of 
two methods overlap it's always nice (and safe) to compare them to avoid sys
tematic errors. Such a philosophy is employed now in lot of laboratories1 **) 
where particle and prompt gamma techniques are used in complementary ways. 
In our domain, formation and de-excitation of Ni compound nuclei, in the ran
ge of energy from sub-Coulomb barrier to the maximum of the energy attainable 
with our accelerator, the in-beam gamma technique competes favourably with 
other existing results within the errors (15 to 20 % ) . 
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